
Search Algorithms

Given:

An array of integers and a key.

Aim:

To determine if the key is present in the array of integers.



Sequential Search

Here we simply work through the array element by element until we find
an occurrence of the key or we run out of array to search.

Algorithm: Sequential search of an array for a given key

Input: An array of Object’s and an Object key
Output: Index into array or a NotFound exception

for (int index = 0; index < array length; index++) do
if (indexth element of array == our key) then

return with the current index
end if

end for
throw a NotFound exception

Look at the sequential method in the Search class below, for a Java
implementation of this algorithm.



Binary Search

Sometimes, we may exploit properties of our data to be searched.

eg. it may be ordered in some way

Binary search works best with lists or arrays that may be sorted.

Idea is to first sort our array (see week 6 and 7 lectures) and then to
perform our binary search.

To do a binary search, we repeatably split our array, around a pivot or
middle element, into two subarrays

• since our original array was sorted, we can easily determine what
subarray our key might reside in by comparing our key against the
pivot element.

Sooner or latter, we either find our key or have no list left to search
through.



Example 1 Consider the following sorted list:

[−13,−5, 0, 3, 8, 9]

and assume the key is −5.

• iteration 1 we split the list, with 3 as our pivot element, to get the
new list:

[−13,−5, 0]

[3, 8, 9] is junked since −5 6= 3 and −5 < 3

• iteration 2 we split this sublist, with −13 as our pivot element, to
get the list:

[−5, 0]

[−13] is junked since −5 6= −13 and −13 < −5

• iteration 3 we split the sub-sublist, with 0 as our pivot element, to
get the list:

[−5]

[0] is junked since −5 6= 0 and −5 < 0

• conclusion Since −5 is the only element left, and is our key, we can
conclude that −5 (ie. our key) is indeed in the given list.



Notice how we have used the ordering property of the list to discard a
part of the list.

As we halve our list to be searched each time, we expect (on average) to
have halved the time that a sequential search might have taken.

Thus, we arrive at the following algorithm:

Algorithm: Binary search of an array for a given key

Input: An array of Comparable’s (sorted ascendingly) and a
Comparable key

Output: Index into array or a NotFound exception
bottom pointer = 0
top pointer = last element of array
while subarray between bottom and top pointers is nonempty do

pivot element = middle element of subarray between bottom and
top pointers
if pivot element == our key then

return with the current index
else if pivot element > our key then

top pointer = position to left of pivot element {key lies in left
subarray}

else
bottom pointer = position to right of pivot element {pivot
element < our key, and so key lies in right subarray}

end if
end while
throw a NotFound exception



Brief Discussion

When should we use a binary search and when should we use a
sequential search?

• sorting a list or array is an expensive operation.

If the list is to be set up once, and then searched frequently, it is
generally better to use a binary search algorithm.

Otherwise, the sorting of the list will outweigh any benefits gained by
the faster binary search algorithm.



If a binary search algorithm repeatibly halves our search time by
splitting a list into two, then does splitting the list into 3, 4, etc. parts
cause a corresponding speed increase?

• if interested in fastest time, then this approach will improve the best
case searches, but worst case searches increase (ie. longer times).

• if interested in average search time, then this approach will not
affect the search time!

ie. trinary, 4-ary, etc search algorithms do not offer any benefit (in
terms of average search times) than a binary search algorithm.



Search Complexity

We have just seen some discussion as to the complexity of our
sequential and binary search algorithms.

How do we measure such things?



Precise Answer

Use combinatorics - the theory of counting.

Very mathematically involved!

Approximate Answer

Often, an idea of an algorithms complexity suffices.

By modifying code, we may keep a count of the number of times a code
specific action occurs (eg. number of times a method is called; number
of times a property is accessed; etc).

By plotting our input data against our count (a measure of time) we
abtain a graph.

This graph plot contains the complexity information we are after.



The Big-O Notation

The big-O notation is a notation that allows us to compare
graph-complexity results from different implementations of the same
program. It takes into account code optimisations that do not
significantly increase the efficiency of a program.

In order to calculate the complexity of a program, we first need to plot
its complexity graph. Having plotted the complexity graph, we may use
curve fitting algorithms to determine the equation for the graph.

The big-O notation simply takes the most significant term of this
equation as the complexity measure.

Both theory and practice show that this yields a good metric for
measuring the running time complexity of a program.



Example 2 Let us consider our array-based search algorithms.

Clearly, the number of comparisons performed during a search has a
major impact on the time it takes to run our code.

Faster searches result from fewer comparisons.

So, we count the number of comparisons performed during a sequential
or binary search (we will see more of this in next weeks lecture).

Plots of number of comparisons against array length then allow us to
plot two graphs, one for each algorithm.



Using the code above (see the week 5 practicals) we obtain the following
graph for the sequential search algorithm:
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Curve fitting the complexity graph for the sequential sort algorithm
yields the equation:

number of comparsions = m× array length
where m is some constant

whose most significant term is array length. Thus, using the big-O
notation, the complexity of the sequential search algorithm is
O(array length).



Using the code above (see the week 5 practicals) we obtain the following
graph for the sequential search algorithm:
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Curve fitting the complexity graph for the binary search algorithm yields
the equation:

number of comparisons = log2(array length)

whose most significant term is log2(array length). Thus, using the big-O
notation, the complexity of the binary search algorithm is
O(log2(array length)).


